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ABSTIt/i.C T ,

In this thesis the principles underlying the theory and
operation of a proposed Deltamodulation Scheme for the record
ing and transmission of periodic, aperiodic and random bio
medical signqls are discussed. It is shown that the frequency

_ spectrum of the delta signal is predictable once the system
transfer function of the transmission medium is given; there
fore, the maximum transrnis sion bandtvidth can be determined.
The system linearity is also investigated. It is concluded
that the deltamodulation is not a linear process.

The results of experdmorrba are given which verify the
theoretical predictions. A simulated ECG signal transmission
and receiving system which was designed and tested as an

.

experimental operating example is described along with the
actual tests which were performed with it.
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1.. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Nature of the Problem

The use of telemetry schemes gained limited acceptance

during the early part of this centul� for the rerr�te monitor-

ing of electric power transmission systems. ,vlidel� acceptance

was gained during the second world war primarily in connection

wi th the monitoring of aircraft under-goLng flight tests. Since

that time telemetry has become an indispensable tool for a

wide variety of scientific investigations, and considerable

technological advances in this method of remote measurement,

tran�mission and recording have been made.

The applications of telametry techniques to biomedioal

data transmission and recording is of comparatively recent

origin and has by no means gained wide acceptance. This is

in part due to the fact that no careful consideration has yet

been given to some of the special problems and criteria that

must be met for the transmission of such data. It will be

shown in this thesis that a telemetry system based on 'delta

modulation' has certain advantages over other system" parti

cularly when biomedical data is concerned.

Various modulation schemes for data coding and transmis

sion, such as amplitude modulation (AM), frequency modulation

(PM), pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), pulse duration modu-
\

lation (PDM), pulse position modulation (PPM), pulse code

modulation (PCM) all have their individual advantages and dis

advantages for particular applications (Foster, 1965, Ch. 1
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and 2). The; F.M. system is the most widely used at the pres-

ent time fori biomedical data telemetry. However, it I suffers

from a number of disadvantages, especially when an inexpensive
, to.f'e
magnetic recorder is used to record the received signal.

/!.

'WOH' and 'flutter', which OCCU1" in such a recorder, cause

signal distortion, and gross errors in the record interpreta-

tiona A second disadvantage of F.M. is the relative difficulty

of digitizing the information for processing by a digital

computer. Normally the signal must be demodulated and con

verted into digital form by an Analog/Digital converter.

On the other hand deltamodulation, as will be shown,

suffers from neither of these disadvantages. Tape reoorder

'wow' and 'flutter' have no effect on the reproduced signal

amplitude and only cause a contraction or expansion of the

time scale which can be fairly readily corrected. Further,

conversion into binary code can be achieved with a simple

counter which counts 'up' on positive pulse input and 'dotro'

on negative inputs. However, before going into further details,

it is worthwhile briefly to consider the nature of the signals

which will be modulated and the transmission medium through

which the signals are propagated.

1.2 Characteristics of the Data and Transmission Media

It is found that most biological membranes act as capa cd>

tors in an equivalent electric circuit. As such, they may be

charged, maintaining a fixed potential difference bet.,reen their

two sides, or they may conduct causing a rapid change in
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potential. In addition, they can generate a potential differ

ence between their two sides (Ackerman, 1962). The electro

cardiograph (EGG), the electroencephalograph (EEG), the elect

roretinograph as well as any types of potentials' generated by

neuron or muscle membranes are detectable with the present

tecb�iques. These signals can be periodic (e.g., EGG), aperi

odic (eeg., electroretinography), or random (e.g., pressing

the muscle in a random l.vay). To ensure sufficient time for

analysis and interpretation of the Fesults, the signals are

normally recorded prior to the time of analysis. A magnetic

tape recorder or chart recorder is co�nonly used for this

purpose.

These biomedical signals can be recorded and transmitted

by anyone of the many types of modulation mentioned in the

preceding section. In addition, anyone of a number of alter-
I

native media may be used for transmission of the data. Since

biomedical signals are normally of a low frequency, a land

line such as a telephone line or a power line could be used

for transmission. Since a power system is usually designed

for 25, 50 or 60 Hz operation, the signal transnussion cutoff

frequency will be very low. The inSUlation problem and the

higher povrer interference effect will be more serious in the

power line than in a telephone line; therefore, the telephone

line will be the more suitable transmission media.

In general, there are two types of telephone conductors: '

open-wire lines and cables. Ordinarily, a given lentth of an
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open-wire line will have a smaller attenuation, magni1tude and
.

I
phase distortion than an equivalent length of cable. I It is

shown by Norris (Norris et al, 1936, Ch. 12 and 13) t:hat the
,

cutoff frequency of an ordinary telephone line is

(1.1)

where Lc = inductance of one of the two identical loading

coils at a loading point,

WI = length of line between adjacent loading pO'ints

in miles, and

C = capacity between wires in farads per mile.'

If a certain transmitting bandwidth is required, the productI

LcW' cannot exceed a defined limit. The cutoff freqdency of

short distance telephone lines is about 3kHz(ITT, 1964, Ch.

28). I
If long distance telephone transmission is cons�dered,

the frequency multiplexing of the single sideband sURpressed

carrier amplitude modulation is applied to shift the Ifrequency

range occupied by a signal to make it more suitable tor trans-
I

mission over a particular medium. By using a different

carrier frequency for each channel, several modulated carrier

waves can be transmitted on the 'same line. The carrier fre

quencies which are employed for telephony range from 16 to

3,000 kHz with a separation of 4 kHz between adjacent fre-
I

quencies (Bell Tele. Lab., 1959, Ch. 4 and 5; Kimbar�, 1949,

Ch. 12). This permits the transmission of a 3 kHz sideband.
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1.3 Delbsmcdulation II
Deltamodulation was first proposed by F. de Jagjr in

1952. During the winter of the same year, two modified sys

tems, 'Double integration deltamodulation' and lpred�cted
double integration deltamodulation':I were also discussed by

I
de Jager. The development of the Accelerated Deltamodulation

system (\iilliam) in 1956 enabled transient signals t� be '

transmitted with considerably improved quality.

The transmission of d.c. signals by deltamodulafion
rec�ntly gained acceptance following the work of InOre in

'Delta-sigma modulation' (Inose et al, 1963), and thr experi

mental work by Balder and Kramer in 1962 in the VHF fransmis-
sion of a video signal.·· IThe details of the operation I of a deltal1'lOdulati n scheme

are described systematically in Chapter 2.

1.4 Scope of This Thesis

The theory of deltamodulation has not been sati&factorily

treated up to the present time in the literature. TlheoretiCal
analysis of the output frequency spectra from the edcoder for
a given input signal frequency and amplitude is a n�cessary
part of such an investigation. This analysis enabl�s one to

predict the delta signal output of a given transmiss1ion system

provided the system transfer function is known. Th�reby, the
!

minimum bandwidth required to transmit a given inpu�,signal
can be determined� The consideration of these analyttical
techniques forms the major portion of this thesis. Signal

I
,

"

!t

I I
"
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. I
to noise ratio aspects are not treated herein because they

have already been considered by de Jager (1952) and
,

Zetterberg (1955).

Experiments conducted to verify the theoretical calcula
I

tions are reported. A simulated EGG signal transmission
I

system, which was tested as an experimental scheme, is also

described.

,

. '

I

I

II
I'

I



2. DELTAMODULATIO� SYSTEMS

7

2.1 Simple Delta Hodulation System

The simplest form of deltamodlulation consists o:fl an ana

log to binacy code converter and b'inary code to analjl� decoder

system (Bower, 1957, 1959) in which the reproduced silgnal

quality is limited by the instantaneous slope of, the �alog
I

input signal f{t) (de Jager et al, 1952). I
As shown' in Fig. 2.1 the encoder contains a

I
circuit which subtracts the output of

, '

dif�$renCe
I I

a pulse integr'tor,

The difference signal e{ t) controls the output of a ril,ls.e
generator which, in turn, is triggered by a clock source.

I
. II

From the pulse generator, either a positive or a neg1riVe
pulse of uniform duration and constant amplitude is obtained.

The pulse polarity is determined by whether e(t) is J1eater .

.

. I
or less than zero. If e(t) is greater than zero, a lositive
pulse is produced by the generator; conversely, if e(p) is

leS9 than zero, a negative ou.tput 'pulse result.. sifee the

output from the pulse generator pet) is fed back to the inte-
.

I
grator, the integrated output Sig�al gl(t) is const,tlY
corrected to be a close approximation of the input analog

Signal, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

gl(t), from the input signal; that is,

e(t) = f(t) - Sl(t)

In ol'der to decode the delta:modulated signal

gl'ator followed by a low pass filter is l'oquil'ed.
I'

(2.1)

ani inte
Tl'e input
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I
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Fig. 2.1 The block diagram of a simple d�lta
modulat ion system: (a.) is -an encoder, and � (ib). is

a decoder. In the ideal �ase, g.,(t): and -f]et). have
. to be the same as g. (t); 'and f(t) respect1irlY •

. ___L_L____��__�
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.
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rd)

Fig. 2.2 Waveforms of the simple deltamodh,lation
system with respect to Pig. 2.1. pIt) is d�termined
by whether e (t) is greater or less than zero,· and

�t). g( t) is the integrated result of p( tl>.
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to the decoder, pet), results in the step-like waveform g2(t)
at the output of the integrator circuit. By passinJ g2(t)I

I

through a low pass filter, a close approximation to the origi-
Inal analog input signal will be obtained.

2.2 Threshold Ef.fect and Quantizing Noise in A S;i.ill]>le Delta-

modu,lation I .

It will be noted that i.f the input signal rumplitude to

I
the encoder is much smaller than the step size prodiced by

the integrator output, then a train o.f + - + -

pUls1� will

be produced by the encoder resulting in a decoded 0itput
which is essentially flat. Only if the input Sign� ampli

tude is raised above a certain threshold will an output sig

nal be produced by the decoder. The phemomenon is JaIled
the "Threshold Effect" and is shown in Fig. 2.3. 1On the other hand, if the rate o.f change of th linput

signal is large, the condition can occur wherein thl10utput
I

of the integrator lags the input signal by a large �unt as

i llustratad in Fig. 2.4-( a) • This foI'lll of dis tortio1' is
.

called the "Quantizing Noise" distortion (William, 1962) and

can result in a reproduced signal, fL(t), which is �ppreci-
I

ably di.f.ferent from that which was sent to the encoder.

II
From the signal reproduction point o.f view, bOih these

e.f.fects form the most important criteria .for the design of a

deltamodulatio,n system.

10
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;' .. �. 11I
I
,

(-6)

(C)

(d)

Fig;2.3 Illustrating the 'threshold effect' phenomena.
When the absolute magnitude of f(t) is less than

.'

I
half of one step size g(t),then those parf of f(t)will be lost an� become a flat lin� as

shjb1:m
in

(d),wheref ... (t) a s the reproduced slgnal.

I I
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Jct)
*

B(t)
(a)

(I".)

(C)

Pig.2.4 Illustrating
The reproduced sienal
the input signal f( t)
noise effect.This can

the effects of quantizing noise.

flo (t.) is quite differei� from

due to the serious qu�tizing
be decreased by increasing f,

or Ag.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of a Simple Deltamodulation
System

.

II
I

De1tamodulation can be compared with other sys�ems of

modulation from a number of points of view (ZetterbJtg, 1955;

Bower, 1957; Bower, 1959; Inose et aI, 1963; Lawrende, pp.
11

62-63, 1965) such as system complexity, the bandwidih'required
!

for transmission, signal quality, signal to noise

ral1tiO'
and

system linearity.

Comparison of deltamodulation with PCM for a sibgleI

channel of transmitted information shcwa that the circuit
I

complexi ty is considerably greater for PCI1 as far

all
both

the encoder and the decoder are concerned. For a g�ven qual

ity of transmitted signal, the bandwidth required bt delta
modulation is approximately 50% greater than that Irt�uired
for· pulse code modulation (de Jager, 1952). The diificulty
of transmitting many channels simultaneously USinJ daltamodu

lation is a further disadvantage. Proper tranSmi,ston of

d.c. signals using deltamodu1ation is also diffiCUlfr This

arises from the fact that if a single error in thl t�ansmitted
. I II

signal occurred, the error would be,perpetuated flrlan infi-

nite time in the decoder output (an error in the

JrjfSmitteroutput can result from an imperfect integrator in the trans

mitter). To overcome this difficulty the nDelta-li�
Modulation SystemU (Inos e et al;, 1963) can be use,.,

It will be noted that for deltamodulation th1 s�gnal is

stored in the co$ination of binary polarity pUlsesl�oducedby the encoder. This means tbat the del tamodulatfo I
. signal

can undergo considerable dis tortion� through the 'r,s ence of

I

Ii



a large amount of noise, without loss or informatijn
Other advantages of deltamodulation are: it Jsl�erY

easy to convert from a del tiamoduka ted signal to a ,i�1ll'Y
coded signal through the use of a 'counter which can trUnt
both up and down. If the counter counts up on Pos�tT�e

,

pulses and down on negative pulses, then the para11el output
from the stages of the binary counter will alWays·Je the

binary form of the analog signal. I
. I

A further advantage of deltamodulation is the f�ct that
I,

::: ::�:: ::::t::C::n: :sr::::e:a::;ac::e::F�� ::pe
recorder which possesses a large amount of 'wow' andl'flutter1,
then the reproduced signal can be restored to its Jrte time

base through the use of a simple correction circui1'1 This

correction can be readily achieved provided the fr qu�ncy or
I,

the 1WOW' and 'flutter' are considerably less than the delta

signal rate. I
2.4 Modiried Deltamodulation I

·There are a number of ways in which some of

ages or the simple deltamodulation system can be

and these will now be considered.

2.4.1 Double integration deltamodulation

One or the simplest ways of reducing both the

noise and the threshold distortion is to use doubl

tion in both the encoder and the decoder (de Jager

14

t�e disadvant-

I I
ove rome,

I

qtantiziugihtegra
II

et' al., 1952;
I ..

I
I
Ii

I;



Watson, 1956; B wer, 1959; Lender et al, 1961).1 � the

received signal double integration results in �hJ iiilP-like
output being re laced by lines of variable slope. �9uble

I
integration the efore results in a better approxi,a�ion to

the original in ut signal to the encoder. Howeve�I'
I

the use

of double integ ation results in a deterioration

0lf .the sys-

tem s tabili ty,
•

ng the sys telll more prone to osciilation •

.

The output volt ges pet), f(t) and get) for both the
I

single
I

I
and double inte ration circuit shown in Fig. 2.5, aie shown

the prediction network (de Jager et lal, 1952;

Watson, 1956; B war, 1959; Lender et a1, 1961) Sh0rl'in Fig.

2.5(c) enables onsiderable improvement in stability to be

achieved over t at resulting from the use of double .integra-

ircuit of Fig. 2.5(c), the predicte� integra-

e gp(t) will be I
gp(t) = get) + gr(t) I

/'

where get) is t e integrator output without predic �on. The
i

product RC2 her will be called the prediction time,1rp•
!

Equation (2.2) an therefore be rewritten as

2.4·2 deltamodulation

in Fig. 2.6(a) d Fig. 2. 6 (b ) •

tion. For the

tor output volt

= get) + Ri(t)

= get) + RC2d��t)

.

15

(2.2)
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p(tJ 9(t)
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c'I I cJ 9(t)

• .
'

(a) (�)

9,,(t)
R, R3-R f?

�i{�
!'(t)

c'I C�I
9ft)

I

(C)

I
Fig. 2.5 Different types of integrator circuits which

can be used for the various kinds of deltambdulation
systems:
(a) For a Simple del tamodulation system

(b) For a double integration deltamodulatio

(c) For a predicted deltamodulation system.
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"
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}'ig. 2.6 Intee;rator . output wave ror-ms for Fig. 2.5

(a) Simpl e del tarnodulat ion system

(b) Double integration del tarnodulation system I

(c) Predicted deltamodula�ion system.
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(2 .. 3)

where

(2.�J

If we set Tp equal to the pulse period T" then I poth Tp
and T should be much smaller than both RICI and R2C�� In-

I

stead of determining the next pulse polarity by thelinstantan-
cous voltage at 'a' and fbi (Fig. 2.6(b))" it is no�rldeter
��ned by the'instantaneous voltage at points 'c' anf 'dt as

shown in Fig. 2.6(c). This kind of prediction netwtrk will
I,

result in a better stability margin than for the do�ble
I

2. �-. 3 Accelerated del tiamodu l,ation i I
When the input signal contains both large and �mall

I
amplitude components, increasing the step size Willlpf course

give improved transient response for the large ampl�ltude sig

nal buj; will, however, cause an increased threShOldlfffect on

the small signal and, in addition, sometimes will c�use an

increas e in the quantizing noise. In order to over�'ome this

integration network.

difficulty, variable step size can be used (van de

William, 1962). I� the step size is made variable

I

I I
c'Wieg, 19_:;13;

I
I

so that
I '

larger amplitude signals produce larger step sizes,,1 as shown

'\ in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8, large amplitude signals will have reduced

quantizing noise and the threshold effect for small�r signals

will be reduced� In other words, the original accu�acy will

be retained for small changes of input signals, but a closer

!L�__��
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representation for large transient signals will be o�ltained.II
This type of system is' called the "Accelerated Deltaxq.odula-
tion System".

In the block diagram of Fig. 2.7 is shown a staR size

control by which the output vc ( t) contro1. the inte,a tion .

cons'¥nt. The step size control can be made to opeJ,te linearly)or nonlinearly. The results of linear increase in step

size are shown in.Fig. 2.8(b) while Fig. 2.8(a) ShO" the

results of an exponential increase. This type of s�stem
appears to be advantageous, as far as signal qUali�liS con

cerned, over the simple system previously described;j1however,
the sys tem complexity is somewhat increased. I
2.4.4 Delta-sigma modulation (See Fig .• 2.9)

In a simple deltamodulation system, since the ,ilsetrain is integrated in the decoder, the transmissio�ldistur
bances will be accumulated and cause an unavoidable j�rror in
the reproduced signal. This will give a poor relia�+lity iti
transmitting d.c. signals.

It was suggested by Inose (1962) that the deltiisigma
modulation system which uses an integrator network if tween
the difference circuit and the pulse modulating circuit

/
-.

I
instead of putting it in the feedback loop, can be used to

overcome this difficult�.· This �es�lts in the eli4+ation
of the integrator network and hence avoids produci�la cumula

tive error in the decoder output. The output pUlsel��ain
I

.

pet), as shown in Fig. 2.10, is fed back to the inpur through
I
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a flip-flop circuit and subtracted from the input s�gnal f(t).

The difference signal e(t) is integrated and the in��grator
I

output Vg(t) is compared in amplitude with a pre-set I reference.
, I

If Vg(t) is la�ger than the reference, an output pu�se is
II

transmitted. Thus the output pulse train pet) alwayls corres-
I I

d t th· t li t d Th d d i 1
� It·porn s 0 e J.npu amp u e. e eco er s mp y cOI1+ aans a

! 1

reshaping circuit and a low-pass filter. The reproduced d.c.
I

signal amplitude is proportional'to the number of adjacent

pulses in p( t).

205 Factors Affecting the Reproduced Signal Quality
In analyzing the reproduced signal quality, thelsimple

deltamodulation system will be considered because allJi. factors
which affect this, system are present in other more c!dmplex

systems.
'

If the input to the system shown in Fig. 211'Jl is\
I I

f( t) = VmSinfJ.l.st, then, the maximum rate of change of I�he signal
I
I

is !

df(t)
dt

max

If the step size at the output of the integrato� is .6.g
I

and the pulse Period is T (T = l/fp, where fp is thei Ipulse
1

frequency), then the rate of change of the step sizel iwill be
�, where At is equal to T in the present situation. lIn order

to get an adequate reproduction of the incoming Signrl, it
is necessary that � be greater than or equal to thelmaximum

1

slope of the input signal. From equation (2.5) II i

I j
i I

I I
'--:1

I I,

I

j,

I
II
I,
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i i

I
il (2.6)

I
,

IThis equation shows that the maximum value o� �m� is
I I
I,

de�ined once the step size and the clock �requency �or the
I

system are known. A larger signal amplitude can o�� be

transmi tted with a lowered �requency response. Or" lif' the
input signal is o� both larger amplitude and higher [freqUency,I

distortion will be introduced by the modulation process and

a poor quality reproduced signal will be obtained.

In order to increase the frequenoy response or the �idel-
,

i ty o� reproduotion o� large amp!i.i tude input signalslj the
i i

pulse �requenoy tp oan be increased. However" in o�der to
I

increase the pulse �requenoy �p" it is neoessary to !:tj.norease
! I ,

the bandwidth o� ·the transmission path and this may bot be
!

�easible. Alternatively" the step size Ag oould be Ij[ncreased,
but this would result in increased threshold ef�ect.11 'The

11
I

designer is there�ore �aced with a maximum pulse �r�quenoy
, I
j

which is governed by the transmission path oharacte�fstics.

I

_, I

II

/
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the most severe design criteria. It is for this reason that
,

"

some of the properties of this simplest system will be theo-

retically considered in this chapter.
.

I

As far as information transmission is concer-ned',' any
I

type of commundcabf.on system can be analyzed statist�callyI
I

by applying Shannon1s method (C.E. Shannon et al, 19�9) and
i I

Wiener I s theorem (Y.W. Lee, 196.3 ) • Bo'bh methods ar1 fbas ad

on the transition probabilities of the information slource.I! '
In this chapter, instead of applying the transition �robabi-

lity approach, 'adigital computer simulation techniqJe will
I

'

be used (Hatsushiba , 1960). II
A digital computer program can be used to gene�Jte a

del ta:modula tion pulse train corresponding to any t�ll� of

analog input signal through the use of a simple ' :

operation based on the instantaneous amplitude of the input

signal and integrator feedback signal at every sampling

instant. From this predicted delta pulse train, th� fre

quency spectrum. Cl,t,'id power density spectrum can be computed.

By multiPlying this spectrum by the transfer functidn of the
/

, .
. IItransmission network, the spectrum. of �he delta PU1" train

at the receiver or decoder end of the transmission datwork
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can be obtained. This yields useful information conp:erning

the design of the amplification and reshaping networ�� which
I'

may be required in the receiver, so that an undistorted

reproduction of the original analog input signal can'be
i,

satisfactorily obtained. r

3.2 Signal to Delta Pulse Conversion

Let f(K) represent the instantaneous amplitude ff the

input signal i'( t), at the Kth Salllpl1ng instant, with! la salllpl

ing i'requency i'p. Also, 1st P(K), whose value can b� :!; 1,

represent the pulse polarity at the same instant of ��e as

shown in Fig. 3.1. Then the instantaneous slope of �he input
II

i !

Ii' g(K) is the integrator output at the SSllle instantl oi' time
I

II
I '

i! (3.2)

II '

From equations (3.1), (3.2) and Fig. 3.1, the �41l0Wing

signal s' (K) at time t will be given by

t:' (K) = fp (f(K+l) - f(K)J

and Ag the step size, then

K-l
g(K-l) = bog L

K=l
P(K)

deductions can be made:

(i) Ii'

f(K) - g(K-l) > 0 then P(K) = +1 ' (3.3)

(ii) Ii'
, 'II

f(K) - g(K-1) < 0 then P(K) = -1 (3.4)
,

,

I I
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+1 I,

I I
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I

Fig. 3.1 Simple deltamodulation waveforms, whJre f(t)
is the input signal, get) is the integrator output,
and pet) is the encoder delta output pulse train. K
indicates any sampling time instant.

I I

II
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(iii) If

f(K) - g(K-l) = 0 but

(iiia) f' (K) > 0 then P(K) = +1 II
I
: i (3.5)
II(iiib) f/(K) < 0 then P(K) = -1

(iiic) f' (K) = 0 then P(K) = -p(K-�I)
Based on the above equations a digital computerlbrogram.

. II

was vrri tten in order to generate the delta output pUr:se
train P(K)· for any given input signal. In Appendix 81.1 a

complete description of this program is given for a kiinusoidal
i
I

analog signal, f (t) = Vm Sin (J.) s t. II
3.3 Frequency Spectrum I[

It is well known (Schwartz, 1959, Ch. 2) that the ampli

tude spectrum of a periodic pulse train is discontinUous and
I I

consists of discrete vertical lines whose envelope i� the
I I

(Sin x)/x f'unction as shown in Fig. 3.2. If the pullse train

is not periodic, a continuous. spectrum with the samellenvelope
as that f'or a periodic case will be obtained.

In this

!
I'section the envelope of' the output amp�itude

a delta pulse train corresponding.to ad.J. type of
I I

spectrum f'or

analog input signal will be considered. Relationsm.;�s bett'1een
II

the type of' delta pulse, the f'requency and power dedsity
spec tr-a of' the output will be considered in some de�L:l. How..

I I
ever, before investigating these problems, a theore�tcal

, II'
derivation f'or the f'requency and power density spec1ra ldllII

III
'. il .
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be given.
>
I

3.3.1 Periodic input consideration
I

vlhen the quantizing noise is small, the delta pulse
i

train will be periodic providing the input signal isl also
periodic. The period of the pulse train will be thells,"llle as

the period of the input signal. Thus, if the total number

of positive pulses obtained from the digital compute�1 conver

sion program previously described does not equal thel total
number of negative pulses within one signal period, it can

I

be readily understood that the quantizing noise is large and

that the signal reproduction at the decoder side wil:l be poor.
I

In order to improve the reproduction quality under tbis con-

dition it will be necessary either to raise �g or fPll This

does, however, increase the threshold effect, as prelliouslY
noted in Section 2.5. In the derivation presented il1 will be
assumed that the quantizing noise is small and thresiliOld
effect is negligible.

The Fourier transfor.m of a periodic pulse

fp/fs is an integer is given by

train! in which
I
I

I

F(nWs) = Vfs t (P(K) (
KT+W

e
-jnwstdt JK=l )KT

where, V is the delta pulse height, W the pulse Wid�� and T

I
the sampling pulse period. As shown in Appendix 8.:�a), this
equation can be simplified to I



F(nWs) (ejnU)s(T-�) .0 jnKW .

L- P(K)e- s

I J (3.6)K=l

32
'(

i
wher-e; 11 = fp/fs = l/(Tfs) = integer, and n an integier r-epr-e-

I

senting tho nth harmonics. : I

If fp/f s is not an integer, it can be expressed: las
fp/fs = p/q, where both p and q are integers. Then f(nWs)
can be solved for from equation (3.6) by sUbstitutin� for H,

i I
the least common multiple of p and q.

3.3.2 Aperiodic input consideration

If the input signal is aperiodic then under normal cir
I

cumstances the delta pulse train will also be aperioidic.
i
I I

Under this condition the frequency spectrum for the Iqelta
I

pulse train contains both line and continuous spect�4.

From Appendix 8.2(b), the following results canJ be
!

obtained,

(a) Line spectrum

nfeHSin
.

I n�J
F(n�) = VfpW( � ) - �(n + 1 + r)

4-

!

I

I
II

n :.:�qdd
i,

(b) Continuous spectrum

S• (J)W
VW a.n 2 [ -jWTJF(tU) =

J( ( (uW ) � P(K) e
� K�c.(

wher-e of... is the time instant when the double

odic pulses occur, as shown in Fig. 8.3(b).

i
II

II
amplitqde aperi-
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Since both the height and i.;idth of the pulses comprising

the random polarity delta pulse train are constant, t e auto

correlation function will be the triangular wavarorm hown in

Fig. 3.3. The amplitude of the autocorrelation funct·on is

given by

I
i
i I
I II

I
I

wher-e 2W is the iddth of the triangular function.

B��auseof the random characteristics of the pulse polarities the
I

shape of the autocorrelation function beyond 1"-["1> Iii .wl can

A(K)
V2 1

=

� lim m P(m)P(m+K)
m-e>O

be as sUlTled the S arne as that when l:1;w I -< I r: I < I ±�W I
fore, the following conclusion can be obtained

V2 1
m

A( 0) =

iF" lim iii 2: P(m) P(m)
m .....oo -m

• • •
= A(l) =

• • •
= A(rx.) (3.8)

V2 m
= - lim 1. '<:;;"" P(m)P(m+l)T mL

m-oO -m

; I
Hence, the autocorrelation function can be separate� Into
parts: periodic and aperiodic; where the periodic Pi� is

I

two

given by,

<fp/l:) == - - - - + a-II (c:) [U(T+W+T) - U (T+ 1p

+ Q-12 (<::) [U (T + L) - U (T - W -+ �
!
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(b) Tho autocorrelation function for (a.).



By substituting equations (3.9a,b,c) into (3.l0a) and (3.l0b),
! I

.I

+ au('C)IT:C [UCW+1:) - U C't)]
-+ a.12 (T) I "T. =:; 0 [U ( L: ) - U (- VI +1:)J
-t a II (1:) [ u (-T + W -t- L ) - U (- T + l)J
+ 0..12 ('c) [u ( - T + 1:) - u (- T - W 1- 1:)J

and, the aperiodic part by,

'frr(T.) = [(lo,('t)-!-a.I,( ..t)IT�oJ[U(W+1:) -u ('"()J
+ [aoz('C) + (l,z(T) IT::oJ[u('C) - u (-w+ z")J

with
a.K1(1:) = (-kT+W-t-'r)A(K)
aK2('C) = (KT-t- W - "C) A(K)

U (1:) = uni t step function

HOI-1, the power spectrum �pp(nffip) is given by

I fT/2g?pp(nUJp) =-=r <[J,p('r) Cos (nwp'C) d 1:
.

- T/2

and, the power- density spectrum �rr(W) is given by,

the following equations will be obtained,

V.2 I
Yn

ili rpCnwp)::: T2 !:::�m � p(m) P(m+l) x

o w
l( (1.v/'r-tW) Cos (nWp'"C)d't 1-J (-,,(tW)Cos

o

, I 35.a

(3.9b)

(3.9a)

} (3.90)

(3.l0a)

(3.10b)



I

I

"'1° 5w.-,xl (T-t-W) C,os (w't)d-r + (-'t+W)COs�r· I.)ckr)-w 0

shown in APpe�iX 8.2(2), can be simplifie: to thewhich, as

following form

I

2./aV = 2V;_�2 (5�;;�2 JbJ.k_� P(m) \ p(m) -t-

P(�I
I i)}] (3.11b)

I

I
where, :

I

T
1 27(

d
. .

t
I

= r = iiC an m J. S an eger-, , I
P �� i

Equation (3.1la) gives the line spectrum of :thd Jandom
combination delta pulse train, and equation (3.llb) Ig·ves the

I

I

continuous spectrum portion.

In an actual calculation, m of course cannot b� aken as

infinity and must be restricted to some finite inte�e quantity;

however, tho larger m is made, the smaller will be 'If result-

ing error in � (S). ..1
Table 3.1 summarizes the eqUa�iOns for the �pe�J a.of a

delta pulse train modulated by varJ.ous types of J.nput sJ.gnal.
I II

It will be noted that the envelope of the spectr��

�1i
any

type of pulse train is always a (Sin x ) Ix functio�.! owever-,

the amplitude and phase spectrum are dependent on ttia pulse
!

pattern P{K) in different ways.



Type 01
Pulse -fNIIN The equAfloNS for pulse specfra

I

OrdiNAry
Pulse
fraiN

Periodic
.L1 pulse
TraiN

F (nwp) = VWi ( Sin nWpW/2 _) 1_ nWf'W
P nW,W/2--;

F (nws)

(n= odd)

= VWi ( Sin nWSW/2 )[e-jnlOsw/2 If P(K) e-jnl<(4)$T]P n ()Js W12 1(=0

Aperiodic
Live

Specfrum
F(nwp)= (-I)"HV}pW( .s�{A):'::;::4-) l-�(n+'+o/) (n::odd)

CONfiNUOLJS

Spec frum
F({,\)) = VW( Sin WW/2)'( L P(I<J e -jG()T]1C ()JW/2 J(=;"

LJ pulse

fraiN

RaNdom

L1 pulse
TraiN

Power

S;=,ecfrum
z: - V2.w2 ( Sin nwpwI2)% [,

WI

)�rr(nWp) - T2 nlJJ,w/Z Piwt m L p(m)p(rn+ J)
)'J1 _",. 00 - m

Power
.

� . _ s: _ V2W2. I5;n W�?'4J21' _J I
m

{ )]Oenslfy --:t:'rr(tO) - 27cr \" WWI2 f m . .:;;t.:.-wl1 P(ml _f�.(.m) - �(fn-t I).

SpecTrum

Table 3.1 The equations for delta pulse train frequency
spectra.

v.)
0"
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If II(s) is the, transfer function of the tranSmirsoon
network between the encoder and the decoder of the d�lta
modulation system, and if subscripts 'I' and '2' tep1esentthe encoder output side and the decoder input Sid� r�s ect-

I
ively, then the equations for the spectra at the inp�t of the

I I

(3.12)

.,

decoder will be:

(i) For periodic pulse train case

(ii) Fo� aperiodic pulse train case

(iii) For random pulse train case

These equations enable the receiving end delta ,� lse

tl"'ain to be predicted for any given transmi tted

pUl�11
train'

and any transfer function H(s); such a prediction: i9 °mportant

where the delta pulse train is transmitted at a r:at� pproach-
I

I
ing that of the cutoff frequency of the transmiss1iori �ystem.., I
Under such conditions it may be necessary to accuraue�y pre-

I 1
dict the form of the received delta pulse train in orjer that
the decoder can satisfactorily reshape the delta iPul� s into

! I
, i

a form suitable for integration. i
I,

I
,.



3.4 Results of Computation

From Table 3.1" it is apparent that the spectrur
type of delta pulse train should decay in a (Sin X)/i
wi th the first zero amplitude falling at ani = 2JC., 'e
of the similarity" only the frequency spectrum for a 1 riodic
delta pulse train will be considered as a specifi� efl Iple.
If an aperiodic or random delta pulse train is Of:,intt cst,
numerd ca'l, results can be obtained by applying the: te�h •

ques

discussed in Seotion 3.2 and equations listed in Tabib 3.1.
I .

Details of the computer program used for calculating I e

input-output f:requency spectrum with a transmission ifF-0rk
whose transf:er function is given by H(s) = l/(l+Ts), I reshownin Appendix 8.1. The value of T chosen was 0.1015 �Yrad.

I I
corresponding to a transmission network 'toIi th a cutoff fre-

quency of 1.59 kHz and a fil's� order type response. !In this

program" a sinusoidal input signal" f( t) = VmSin27t.rstll" was

assumed. The values used in the calculation are: fs = 50 Hz"
I .

fp = 2 kHz" Vm = 0.32 volts, A g = G.0555 volts" V =

1.2 volts.

The delta pulse train obtained from this conversion is shown

in Fig. 3.4 in relation to the original input sin�-wlve
I

I

The amplitude spectrum resulting from this delt� pulse

train is shown in Fig. 3.5. From this figure" itlwiWl be
II

noted that the line spectrum is s""""'trical aboutlinreger
multiples of the frequency fP/2, and that successive] line
spectra separated by f:requency, f:p' decrease with in�eaSingI II

I

signal.

38
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I I I 1 I-I 1 H 1-1/1-1-1 )-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 1-1-1 �-I I-I I I-I I I I 1 I
(0...)

.p(t)

I

p(1)
I I

p(Ii -K) pelf)
\
pelf +K) (Ir)

gct)

jet)

Fig. 3.4 The results of the signal to delta pujl�e
train conversion. I
(a) The computer printed data.

. 1.11(b) The plot of (a).
(c) The input analog signal f(t). and theinte$rator

output step l..raveform get) plotted from (b)�
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I,
I

�requency in a (Sin x)/x manner. These results obtalhed �rom

the digital computer can be derived theoretically as: fS shown

in Appendix 8.3. SUIUrila.rized resul ts o� this appendi� are

given in Table 3.2. Equations 1 and 3 in Table 3.2 �lhOW the

symmetrical properties discussed in the previous partfraPh.
Equation 2 demonstrates that when �p/�s is equal �o �Iour

times
, I

an integer value, then the even harmonics on the a.mp�itude
, IJspectrum will be zero. From equation 4 it can be sel�n that

the ratios o� the line spectra at a �r�quency separaited by an

integer times the pulse �requency is simply given by the ratio

Since each group o� the line spectrum which is II,eparatedby fp decreases with increasing frequency in (Sin x)�x �ashion

as shown in Fig. 3.5, only the envef.cpe o� the upperl side band
,

I
line spectra, s., e., �p + �s, will be considered. ,rs is

.

shown in Fig. 3. 6( a). Fig. 3.6 (b), vlhich is obtainel, by com-

puter calculation, shows the phase spectra �or the slfUe analog

input signal situation as used �or Fig. 3.�. and Fig.13.5.
It is worthw�ile to veri�y the phase spectra e�iressions,

equations (1) and (4) o� Table 3.2. These can be ex�ressed

o� (Sin x)/x values �or any value o� H.

Arg F(M+Plds) - Arg F(M-PWs) = +Pt.os (T-W)I
!

�� The bar indicates, M+P�:: (M+P)Ws•



F(M+P�)_
Sin(M+f5WsW/2) M=4t

I (M+ P WsWI2) I PWs(T-W) t = inteser
F(M-PWs) Sin (M-PWsW/2)

(M -p ()JsW/2) P = odd

M = 41"
2 F(M+PiOs) = F (M-PLOs) = 0 % = inte&er

p = even

Sin (M+ P Ws W12)
M::/= 4�

3 F(M+PlA)s)
=

(M+PWsW/2) 12PWs(T-�)+2e
p I � = Infe8eY'

F(M-P Ws) 5i1"l(M- PWsW/2)
;2

e = function of both

(M-PWsW/2) P(K) and p

Sin (g-M + PWsW/2)
F(�M-tPW.5)=

M I P, '1
4 ('}M + PWsW/2) I-;rx � x 7C

F(p) 5in(PWsW/2)
- --

are in+esers
� - ------ gwsw/z --

�
-_

-
�

-- -- -- - - -- --_ --- -�

Table 3.2 Special phenomena in the delta pulse train f'requency spectra
(Ref'er to Appendix 8.3).

t
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Fig. 3.6 The frequency spectrum of delta puiseI1tl"ain.
(a) Amplitude spectrum of BII B21 B3,----- harmpnics

from Fig. 3.5. .

(b) Phase spectrum portion. All the magnitudes of
the phase spectrum lay on the upper or the lower
limit lines of the shaded quadrangles.
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/ 2xl03
For example, when P = 3, z = 3, M = f�fs =

50
=

T = l/fp = 0.5xlO-3 s ec , , W = O.lxlO-3 sec; , O)S =

3

lOO� rad./sec., equation (3.1�) becomes,

I

�O,

Arg F(43ffis) - Arg F(37Ws) =

Arg F( 123Uls) - Arg F( 3bla) =

21.60

i

27Cfs =

I
I

-1080

By comparison with the IBM 7�4¢ calculated

are 21.5970 and -108.1490 respectively, it

I

I

resul ts , �hi ch
I

.

can reB:di�y be

seen that equation (3.13) is valid. Rence, the equaqions in

Table 3.2 are also valid.
i

When the pulse train resulting from the sinusoi�al analog

input is passed through a transmission network hav:i.nS e. trans
! I

fer function R(s) = 1/(1+10-4S), the envelope of thellupperI I
side band line spectra Fl(nWs) and F2(nlUg) are as shiwn in Fig.

3.7. It will be noted from this curve that the high+ harmon

ics are heavily attenuated, as expected. For any otHer type

of transmission network whose transf'er function is J01m, the

calculations are the same as those just described. If a

transmission network, without attenuation, but providing an

extremely sharp cutoff �requency is assumed, the inv.erse

transform of F(nWs), i.e. the input delta pulse traid to de-

coder in time domain, is given in Appendix 8.4. I
I

Some of' the phenomena, arising when the input s�gnal
ampli tude or the input signal frequency Ls chang ed , �ill no"be considered. As shown in Fig. 3.8, as tl:1a signal �s.mpli tude

Vm is increased or the signal frequency fs is increa�ed so the

. I
I
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Fig. 3�7 The amplitude spectra of the delta pulse train at the input andlthe output
sides of the transmission medium whose transfer function is H(nWs) =

4·Fl(nros) is the amplitude at input side and F2(nWs) is that at 1+10- n�s
the output side.
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I

��Even upper side band amplitudes = F(2k.-2l.Op+�) }k' J, 1" 2" 3 ••

Odd upper side band amplitudes = F(2k:l�+l.Os) ,

I

I
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4. SYSTEH LHIEARITY

I

In Chapter 3 a number of examples 'tiere given' ofj delta-
modulation spectra 1-1hich arise when the analog inputl is a

.
.

1
sinusoidal function. Since most biomedical data con 1st of

I I

periodic functions which can be expressed as a sihusoidal

series, it would be advantageous if one could det61na the

spectrum of each harmonic and then super-Lmpo se bhe sliectra
for all harmonics in order to determine the resultant output

spectrum. However, this can only be done if the de11amodula
tion process is linear or nearly linear. It is the purpose

of this chapter to determine the linearity of the ddJtamodu
lation process. But before doing so, the superposiJJon theorem

will be briefly consid�red.

4.1 Superposition Theorem

It is 11'ell known that, 'The current which flows in a

I
linear network, or the potential difference which e��sts
b e tween any two points in such a network" resulting trom the

I

simultaneous applicatIon o:C a number 0:C voltages di�tributed

in a:n::r manner whatsoever throughout the network, is iihe BUIll

of the component currents at the first point" or th� compon-
I

ent potential di:C:Cerences beti'J'een the two pOints,1 tti�t would
be caused by the individual voltages acting separat�iyl.
This is called the "Superposition theoremll (SarbachJt, 1959).

Consequently, bY· applying the Fourier· analysis t!ecrl!·ques ,a periodic :Cunction can be expressed as II
II
IJ

I
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00

.f(t) = Co + L Cn Sin(nWst + en)
n=l

(4.1)

Ij1
where ·s

.

112Co =

T; .f(t)dt
Ts

.

-2

Ts

= �J.
-r

.f( t)
s

T
_

s

'2

Sin nUht dt

I
I

II1·1· · · ·
I

Cos nOOg t dt

n = 1, 2, 3,

/
. II

It should there.fore be possible. to synthesize the' dei ta
pulse train resulting .from the periodic input by 'Si��lY syn

thesizing the pulse trains fol:' individual s1nuso�da4thaI'IllOn1CS
and then superimposing the resulting spectra in 9rdit to
obtain the total output spec ta-um, In practice i � wlt1 only

be necessary to consider those harmonics te=IW Whose/amPlitudes
cine larger than Ag. The magnitude o.f L::t.g should nJt be less

than that given by equation (2.6) in which tUs is 'th�1 angular

_
1

_
2Jt

Ts -

.fs
-

Ws



frequency of the fundamental component. Unfortun�tetF' the

above method depends on the validity of the superpositrionI I

theorem which, as it was just mentioned, can only lb e applied

to a system which is linear. The superposition theor� can

therefore be used as a test for the system linearity�
I I

4.2 Tests of System Linearity and Results I
In testing for system linearity, the superpositfpn of

the delta pulse trains in both the frequency domain lhd the

time domain for sinusoidal harmonic inputs will be c1hsidered.
Both methods are discussed under the same input c�ndik1ons,
namely, f(t) = fl(t) + f2(t) = Vrol SinWst + Vm2 �in�st =

Vm Sin{A)st, so that the delta pulse trains for both Jethods
will also be the same. The values chosen for Vral, Vm2, fs

and fp are 0.32 V, 0.3�V, 25 Hz and 2 kHz, respectiUlilelY.Using the computer technique, which was mentioned in, Section

3.2, the delta pulse trains during lA2r� period rrr �heanalog input signals fl(t), f2(t) and f(t) respecpivl11Y, were

calculated, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.1. �g.
I

51

4.1(c) is the resuli? of the superposition of Fig.!4.R(a) and

Fig. 4.1(b) in the time domain and Fig. 4.1(d) is! thJcl delta
pulse train obtained from the input analog signal W�Ch is

,

I
the superposition of fl(t) and t2(t). For a linear system

I I
Fig. 4.1(c) and (d) should be the same. In fact,i t��y are

completely different, so that it can be concluded! t�at delta
modulation is not a linear process.
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Fig. 4.1 The delta pulse train for diff�rent magnitudes of
sine input with fs = 25Hz and fp = 2kHz• I
(a) For Vrol = O.32V, Vms = OV
(b) For Vml = OV, Vm2 = O.32V
(0) The superposition of (a) and (b)
(d) For Vm"= VmJ. + Vm2 = O.64V-.
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I
If the. concept of the superposition of the d�ltl1 pulse

train in the frequency domain is considered, then tJe fre

quency spectrum for fl(t), f2(t) and f(t) analog �n4t sig
nals should be given by

Fl(nms) = Rel(nws) + jIml (nWs) for ft(t)

inPJF2(nOJs) = Re2 (noos) + j Im2 ( n 00s ) for f2(t)
I I

(L�.2 ). t�nP

I
F(nlUs) Re (nlAls) jIm (nws)= + for f(t)

inpu1
If the system is linear, the follot-ling beexpressions Hill

! I:valid,

(4·3)

or

However, f'r-om the computer calculation results ""."
Table 4.1, it can be seen that the above equations a.pe not

valid. This also shows that deltamodulation is not k linear
. I I

process.

Since del tamodulation is not a linear syst�, tit can be

concluded that the theoretical analysis of simpl� sr'lalYZingthe spectra of the deita pulse trains for every inPrt sinus�

oidal harroonic is invalid, so that the method mentio�1ed inI Ithe previous chapter must be applied. I
I

I



1 0.1275E-l 0.4006E-3 0.2550E-l 0.8012E-3 0.2661E-l 0.8359E-3
3 0.1864E-3 0.1762E-4 0.3728E-3 g.3524E-4 0.2092E-2 0.1977E-3
5 -0.1041E-2 -0.1649E-3 -0.2082E-2 -0.3298E-3 0.9517E-3 0.1507E-3
7 0.1233E-2 0.2755E-3 0.2Lr.66E-2 0.5510E-3 0.205Lr.E-2 0.!/_590E-3
9 -0. 2909E-2 -0.84!j.8E-3 -0;5th8E-2 -0.1690E...2 -0.1!.010E-2 -0.1165E-2

11 -0.2356E-2 -0. 81.J.82E-3 -0.2712E-2 -0.1696E-2 -O.3322E-2 -O.1196E-2
13 -0.1135E-2 -0.4909E-3 -0.2270E-2 -0.9818E-3 0.1655E-2 0.7160E-3
15 -0.3095E-2 -0.1577E-2 -0.6190B-3 -0. 3154E-2 0.7603E-2 0.3873E-2
17 0.7015E-3 0.4148E-3 0.14_03E-2 0.829bE-3 -0.2573E-2 -O.1521E-2
19' 0.2669E-2 0.1813E-2 0.5338E-2 0.3626E-2 -0.8019E-2 -0.5Lili8E-2
21 0.2127E-2 0.1645E-2 0.LI254E-2 0.3290E-2 0.L�695E-2 0.36!�IE-2
23 0.1147E-l 0.1010E-l 0.2291+E-l 0.20,20E-l 0.lltEOE-2 O.l,278E-225 0.1230E-l 0.1230E-l 0.24.60E-l 0.2460E-I -0. 3557E-3 -0.3556E-3
27 -0. !�590E-2 -0.520UE-2 -0. 9180E-2 -0.10!�IE-l 0.3127E-2 0.354.5E-2
29 -0.6207E-2 -0.7998E-2 -0. 1241E-l -0.1600E-l -O.7235E-2 -Oo9324E-2
31 0.6905E-2 0.1016E-l O.1381E-l 0.2032E-l 0.5797E-3 0.8526E-3
33 o. !!.245E-2 0.7173E-2 0.8290E-2 0.11:35E-l 0.7122E-2 0.1204·E-l
35 -0. 31.')8E-3 -0.6195E-3 -0.6316E-2 -0. 1239E-2 -0.4.866E-2 -0.95L!.5E-2
37 o.6561E-2 0.1515E-l o.1312E-I 0.3030E-I 0.20LJ3E-2 0. Ll.717E ...2
39 -0. 4553E-2 -0.1263E-I -0.9106E-2 -0. 2523E-I -0.3686E-2 -0.1023E-I
41 0.37Lj.5E-2 0.1288E-l 0.74.90E-2 0.2576E-l 0.3032E ....2 O.10tl2E-l

������=-±=L��0.._3$_8BE��0_._1603E-I -0.'l1'l6E-2 -0. 3206E-l ...O.llJ7E-2 __:_0.4_9_9_QE-2
4� --U� ro133E�- -O-;-$52:tE-j -v.2l-&6E'oooj � �e .]::3 6-l:j:E"'2- -

• 15bbE--2-- =::g .-l:::q5UE--1 I� I

• • •

r1(t) = r�(t) = 0.32 Sin 50 t r(t) = 0.64 Sin 50 t

n ReI (n) I I lrol (n ), I ReI (n) + I ImJ_ (n) +

Re2(n� mV Im2(n), mV Rel(n), mV Irrl2(n), mV Re(n), mV Im(n), mV

• • ••

•

• • •

•

o

• ••

•

• •

• o

Table l_�. 1 Daba for Tes tine; the Sys ten Llneari ty \Jl
.(:0--
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5.1 Description of the Delta Modulator
I

In Chapter 2, a brief description of the ope1at�rn of

a del tiamoduLa tion system was given. It was noted ,thit a

ill!
simple delta modulator contained only a pulse genera�9r and

an integrator circuit. A description of such a Syst� is

given in this chapter together with the experimental results
j

which enable the theoretical prediction of Chapter 3 to be

Ive/rified.
I

A Goto-pair type difference circuit, as propose1ibY
::::::::: :�::n�:::�: ::�e:;c;��:b::�d:�:amlt::setrain. This particular circuit, which uses a pair 01 • tunnel

diodes connected in series, has the Virtue that it 1f 'both
fast and sensitive. As shown in Fig. 501, tunnelldiCDfes TDI

and TD2 are driven with equal pulses of opposite POl�ity.
The total applied voltage across the two tunnel diOd1t,'� is

only st.lfficient to switch one of the tunnel diodes. [f the

t'tvO tunns), diodes are identical in every respect, th n the

tunnel diode vJhich switches when input pulses are ap��ied is

determintd by the net input current flowing through f�e junc

tion of the two tunnel diodes. In practice the two t1lnnel.

I
diodes a e unequal and some forms of compensation 'must be

provided This is achieved by resistor Rl and R21 rlesistorR3 provi, es the integrator feedback current which: is sub -

tracted rom the input signal current flowing thr�ugH RS•
I
i
I

I
,

r
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By suitably adjusting the trimpot Rls a threShold' S1<irChingcurrent of less than 1)1 A can be achieved. 1The sign of the cur-r-errt flOi-J'ip..g into the juneti I n of the

two tunnel diodes determines whether a positive or n1gative
i

output will be produced at point 'At. If a positive pulse is
I

produced at tAt, transistor Ql will be saturated caufd.ng
transistor Q3 also to saturate. Some of the collectbp current

from Q,3 passes through the diode D2, raising the l:;:>aslll potential. I
of Q,6 by a fev1 tenths of a volt above the -10 volt s pply line.

This results in transistor Q6 being switched on; the current

through Q6 is essentially defined by resistor R6 and the dit-
I

ference b e tareen the -10 and -15 volts supply lines. Since %

is turned on for a defined length of time and pastes a defined

current, a defined amount of charge will be removed �rom

capacitor C. An identical sequence of events res�ltk when a

negative pulse appears at point fAt. Under such Pirloumstances"
transistors 02 and Qq. will be saturated, thereby hauling
transistor � to be turned on 1<hich delivers a derin,d amount

of current of opposite sign to that of Q6, for the s�e length

of tirlle. Consequently, q:;" Q6 and capacitor C form �he .Lntie-
I

gration circuit. The resistors R4 and R7 are unnecessary When

this integration circuit is used in the encoder; but I they are

required when the circuit is used for the decoder in order to

keep the voltage on the gate of Q7 fixed tdthin a de�ined

range. The field effect transistor Q7 and bipolar t1i-anSistor
Qa form a unity gain amplifier whose input impedanc· lis very

I

high and whose output impedance is low. The output trom this
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amplifier is fed back to the Goto-pair differencei ci
1

5.2 Design Criteria

In order to avoid distortion of the analog input signal
I

by the encoder, as was pointed out in Chapter 2, at ·s neces-

sary to satisry certain design criteria. Suppose t�t the

maximum signal frequency Ws has a maxf.mnm input, �JI�1 tude of

Vm; then as shown in equation (2.6), Vm and Ws satis.fy the

I
VmUS = Ag fp (5.1)

relation,

The step height .1g produced by the integrator of Pi, 5.1 is

given by,

IW
.6g = C (5.2)

where I is the current flowing into the capacitori
I

time 11. Substituting equation (5.2) into equation

obtain

I
C for a

I
15.1) we

I

Equation (5.3) shows that the product; of the maximum signal

amplitude and the maximum frequency is a constant 1'1.[, a given
, I I

pulse width, pulse repetition frequency and integrataon con-

stant. In order to test this criteria the circuit tF Fig. 5.1

was �sed with a pulse frequency of 2.0 kHz1 pulse �dth 0.1

msec, and a current I of 1.06 mAe Hence equatio� (�.3)

becomes
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which is plotted in Fig. 5.2 f'or various values of' cl,�aci tanceC. By making experimental observations of the integ ator out

put wave�f'orm f'or a given input frequency, it wasl PoJsible to

determine experimentally the maximum signal ampli�udl at which
distortion occurred. These experimental observatioiJ)WhiCh
are subject to a probable error of :ho%;are also+ in Fig.

5.2. It can be seen that the experimentally observid criteria

are in reasonable agreement with those theoreticall Ipredicted
by equation (5.4).

5.3 Heasurements of' The Amplitude Spectrum

Experimental results of the output amplitude f'jom the

deltamodula tion sys tem shown in Fig. 5. 1 were ob ta1Iitd on a

Hewlett Packard wave analyzer* with an input signal I
f'(t) = 0.32 Sin(2XX50t), fp equal to 2.0 kHZ, W = 0.1 mS, and

C =0.27 pF. The wave analyzer was connected to the 1unction
I

of two tunnel diodes and observations were made of' t&e ampli-

tude spectrum produced. The results are shot� in FJ�. 5.3
where the tIt lines indicate the range over which a given

harmonic was observed to vary in amplitude.

I

It was Jbserved
I

that only certain harmonics near the pulse i'requenc

present, namely, F(n�
These harmonics gave a

± (jjs) as sho't-m_ by the Ixt :po,nts.
steady reading. but the othel

harmonics

�� Hewlett Packard type 302A.
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exhibi ted considerable variations. The variation� W,I re
caused by the difficulty of making the �vo current sOFrces
on � and Q6 exactly equal. The result of an unequatl amountof charge being added to and/or removed from the :intrgrator,

t I
capacf, tor C causes the positive and negative step� arl"

the

integrator output to be different in size, ther.eby introdUC
ing a low frequency periodic or aperiodic harmonic and result-

II
ing in the harmonic amplitude variations observed. If 15 is

I

the current from Q5 and 16 the current from Q6, t�en the

is

formed by the unequal amount of currents in 15 and Ib, when

the input analog signal is constant, is given by

If' 116/151 is 0.9, then TI = 19 T; if 1161151 is 0.8,1 then

Tr = 9 Tp' which is shown ln Fig. 5.4. However,: l1lf( t) ls

a signal other than d.c., the computer calculatioh W[Ch is

1.lth only"
a few minor modifications.

From Fig. 5.3 it can be seen that the symmetricJl pheno-
, I

menon of the line spectra, which is formulated ini T� le 3.2,

is valid. And, since the harmonics on F(nOlp ;!; (l)si) te the

parts which are least influenced by the inequality or
the two

current sources, these harmont cs will be selected foom the

fI =

gi"Ven in Appendix. 8.1 can be used to calculate fI�
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Fig. 5.4 Effects of unequal amount of current �n the
integrator circuit, when f(t) is zero.
(a) For 116/151 = 0.8
(b):For 116/I51 = 0.9

. �)
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comparison of' theoretical and measured results. 'Tb. experi.
I

mental results ot the F (nap + lOs) and the F (� OJp + OJ S )
- I

harmonics are shown as the 'x' points in Figs. 3.6 t� 3.8.

In Fig. 5.3 and Figs. 3.6 to 3.8, .it can be seen t�� the

experimental results are in agreement with the theojfticallY
predicted values; thus the validity ot the theoreti +1 deri

vations is proved.

5.4 Tests on The Transmission ot A Simulated ECG Si�nal
I JIIn order to test the suitability of deltamo�ulltion tor

the transmission ot biomedical data, a simulated ECG ,signal

was used. This signal was generated by using a PhoJcDdiode
and rotating desk optical encoder as described by Llbence

I 11(1964). The resulting simulated ECG signal was enC1<iled by

using the circuit ot Fig. 5.1" and the output wa� tJ?bSmitted
through a simulated telephone line with R = 10.0 'k4f,ile (i5%l,

2L = 4.102 mh/mile" C = 8200 pf/rr..ile (:!:5%), G = 212.i1P niJ/mile
. I I(:!:5%) and a total simulated line length ot 60 mi�esl i ,This

telephone line (which is similar to that described o� Norris
I I'

et al, 1936) has a cutott trequency ot approxin�tely 3 kHz

and a characteristic impedance o� 700Jt
•.

As sho� i, Fig. 5.5
the distortion ot the transmitted delta pulse train �s sutfi-

, I

ciently small so that problems o� detection are �n�al.
The decoder circuit which was used in the meas�ements

consists o� two parts: a pnlse alUpli�ier and an inl�grator
circuit. The reshaping and integrator circuit is ti!e same

I

as shown to the right ot point IAI in Fig. 5.1 with an
j
r



'12 R/2 R/2 LI2

(-6)

R = 10 K.I2./mi/e :t 5%

L = 203/ jlh/mlle
C == 8200 PI/mile :J:st

G- = 212.75 nulmile :t 5;t

(c)

(cL)

(a.)

Fig. 5.5 Dist-.O.·r. tio.n phenomenon of 60 miles simulated telephone line.

_(_g_)_ One mile section. of the simulated telephone line. .:

(-b) Input puls-e tra-in (-100�TN1cm)-:
..

-
..

.. . -

(c) Output pulse train from tho telephonX Lfrro (a) C5'e mvjemh-
(d) Output pulse train from a H(s) =

4
netHork (lOO.mV/em).

1+10- s

<7"'
VI



the inputs of a four channel recorder. To the other [nputs

of the recorder were fed the simulated EOG input Sigf�l and
the output from the integrator circuit in the decoderl.

Results of these measurements are shown in Figsi 5.6 to

5.9 for various pulse frequencies and different PU1Sr widths.The integration capacitance in the encoder and the drcoder
wore both 0.27 jJF. In Figs. 5.6 to 5.9, the middle necord
ings are the simulated ECG input signals, the upper trCOrds
are the integrator outputs from the encoder, and thelfottom
records are the integrator outputs from the decoder.:1

Fig. 5.6 shows the effect of the pulse widthlon the repro
:1

duced signal. If fp is 2.0 kHz and the heart rate is 86 beats
I

per minute, a pulse width' of more than 3/(10fp) is ni�CeSSary
as shown in Fig. 5.6(c). The small fluctuations 9r 'U!iPPleSon the decoder output are caused by the 60Hz pickup fun the

,I

exception that R8 is replaced by a 10k.Q. variable resistoro

The signal from the output of the unity gain amplifi
I � of

Fig. 5.1 was taken through a coupling capacitance to bne of

decoder circuit.
I

Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 show an ECG signal which has

�lleenrecorded by a deltamodulation system. Comparison Of'1 these

I
figures shows that as the pulse frequency varies from 2.5 to

3.0 kHz using a pulse width of 1/(5fp), the reproduclJd quality

of the ECG signal is improved, especially with regaJ1J to the

EGG 'Q' and'S' Waves. However, since a pulse widtj:Of l/(5fplis used in Fig. 5.7 but 3/(10fp) is used in Fig. 5.'�c), the
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Fig.
fp =

5.8
3.0

Recorded ECG signal
yJ:I and �v = l;i5 fV.

for normal Lo withheart



I
reproduced signal quality in Fig. 5.6(c) is better t�an that

I:
shown in Fig. 507 even though a 25% higher delta pulsle fre-

quanc:r is used in Fig. 5.7. The reproduced ECG SrgnfS shown

in Fig. 5.6(c) and Fig. 5.8 are approximately thels�e because

the products of the pulse width and pulse frequency rure

identical. But, the reproduced signal quality inlth1Slnallsignal amplitude portion on Fig. 5.8 is better thin that in

Fig. 5.6(c) because the step size in Fig. 5.8 is fma�ller than

I !
that in Fig. 5.6(c); thereby, the �threshold effeitt in the

former case is less than the latter one. The distortion of

the 'Qt and the tS' wave of the recorded encoder ECG signal is
I

probably caused by the inequality of the two curr�nt sources

in the integrator circuit which forms +Ag different than -Ag.

5 ()' 51, .1.
Fig. .9 b shows the condition when fp is to kHz

(higher than the cutoff frequenc;r of the simulated t�ansmis
sion network) with W = 1/(5fp). In Fig. 5.9(a) are shown the

results of transmitting an EGG signal when the hebt, rate is
I

raised to 222 beats per minute, with the same fp and IW.
It is found axperimentall:r that a pulse reperit!�on rata

three times higher than the cutoff frequency of al60 ilnile
simulated telephone line can be successfully r-eshaped' at the

receiving end. This gives a maximum pulse rate of 91kHz if
.

a telephone line of .3 kHz cutoff frequency is uaed•.
1

ITo be

on the safe side, a maximum pulse frequency of 5�z .,lan be

us ed for an actual telephone sys tam rather than a: 9�I'Z as was

used for the simulated telephone line.
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I '

The signal to noise ratio is given'by de Jager.t1952)
I

as,

s
N=

where fp = pulse repetition frequency

fs = equivalent sine wave frequency

fc = decoder low pass filter cutoff frequency.

A lOti pass filter having a cutoff frequency of 10:0I1z should
I .

I

be used to pass the biomedical signals having a f,requency
range of 0.2Hz to 100Hz• If a signal to noise r�tio of 100

I
I

is required, the equivalent sine wav� frequency �ill be 54. 8Hz
for fp = 5kHz• This gives a pealo-bo-ipeak signal of VsmV, a

maximum slope of '344Vsmv/sec. Therefore, it can pe �oncluded
I' lthat a biomedical data of maximum slope less thad 3�Vs mv/sec

I

and maximum peak-to-peak amplitude less than Vs mv ,can be

recorded and transmitted by a simple deltamodula�ion system.
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I I
6. CONCLUSIONS I

I
6.1 General

The formulae derived for the delta pulse train, for any

type of analog input signal to the encoder, shO't.J that the

ampli tude spectrum is alv-rays a (sin x)/x function, in 'v-rhich
I

the zero ampIi tude points occur trhen nlVslnl = 2k7( for th)e per-

iodic case and DJf,l = 2k7[ for the aperiodic or random cJse.
,
,

It was also found that the phase spectrum for a periodic in-

put sLgna'L is bounded by the quadrangles as shown �n Flig.
I

3.7(b).. These results are expressed by the forrn.ul�e shown

Ln Tables 3 .. 1 and 3 ..2, 't-rhich also express the symmetry of the
I

amplitude spectrum which is a special characteristic af the

delt�aodulation process.
I,

Examination of the linearity of deltamodulation

las
exardned in Chapter 4 and it was concluded that thl. Plocessis highly non-linear, "frJ'hich therefore precludes th� uJe of

I I
super-pos I tion.

.

! I
Analog biomedical data can be trans:mi tted and' r-edo rd ed

c

accurately and economically, provided a simple enc�de1·and
decoder system is evolved. vlhile the system described was

adequate for tests, insufficient stability in the equJlity
I

of the two current sources was evident and further design

work is necessary in order to get better reproduction of very

low frequencies. Once the polarities of the delta pulse

. train on the receiving end are detectable, the signal I can be

reproduced vlith a signal to noise ratio the same as the

I
I
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signal to noise ratio immediately following the modulJtion
process.

I

t'lhen a 1011 quality magnetic tape recorder is ju,sej as a

storage unit for biomedical data, the 'wm·j' and tfjlutjert
whd ch results from a non-uniform speed of the reco�di:q.g medium

during the recording and the playback process willi caJse both

an amplitude distortion and a time base distortion' in the

reproduced signal. These forms of interference have a serious
I

effect in th�. FM scheme. Hotrever-, since a del tamodu14 tion

system converts an analog signal to a digit form 'ltJi th a con

stant :pulse amplitude, and a digital recording is sim�ly
!

accomplisooa by magnetizing the tape to saturation in �ither

of its two possible directions at discrete points lalol" its
length; therefore, the amplitude distortion does not lffect
the reproduced signal quality.. Further, since a slignll is
stored in the pulse polarity combination, and the :fre�Uency
and the llidth of the delta pulses ar-e fixed, the timelbase
distortion on the playback process can be easily reco�niZed

,

and corrected for without the use of an additional recording
I

chann e'L, as is the case 'tv-hen FN is used. Hence, deltamodula-

tlon enables a distortion free reproduced signal to bl obtained.
6.2 Recommendation for Further Work I [,The theoretical analysis of the f'requency sp,ctr'l1l for
an N-digit code deltamodulation and the theoreticdl f�eqUency
spectrum analysis for the modified deltamodulatio�' prlcesses
have not been done to date. The investigation of 'thele would



be worthwhile in enabling a clearer picture ror rurther

applications of deltamodulation schemes to be obtained.
I I

vlith regard to the experiments. due to the d:i!:rficulties
" I 'II '

in obtaining equal amount or currents in the �fO current

sources, a further work in the design or a more stable

integrator circuit is necessary.
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8. APPENDICES

79

8.1 Computer Program for Both Signal to Delta Pulse Train
Conversion and Input-Output Frequency Spectra. Calcula
tion Hith the Transfer Function, H(S) = l/(l+SRC)

DIMENSION N(400)
COMPLEX P.SM·Y�Z'AA.8B'CC
READ (5, 1) V M • F S , E • F P , R , C dlJ • V

FORMAT(F4.2.EIO.2,F5.1.5EIO.2)
M=FP/FS

GG=liJ*E/R/C
LP= 1

ISUM=O
�·'S=6. 2832*FS
c.F SW=V*F S-)l-\tJ*2.
TW 2= 1 • /FP-vJ/ 2.
liJ S W 2 = vJ S"�" W /2.

WSTW2=WS*TW2
WST=liJS/FP

WSW=1./(FS*W)
NWSVJ=WSw+ 1.

I Ni<=FS

HE=6.28�2*FS*XM*1.021E-04
DO 10 I=2,IYi
YY=I

FF=VM*SIN(WST*YY)
ISUM=ISUM+LP
SUM= I SUl\l

IF (FF-SUM*GG) 20'21�22
20 I<K=-l

GOTO 50

22 Ki<=+l
GOTO 50

21 Fl=WST*FP*VM*COS(WST*YY)
IF (Fl) 20.30.22

30 !<K=-LP
50 LP=KK

N ( I ) =LP

10 CONT I NUE:

N ( 1 ) = 1

liJR I TE (6.98 )

98 FORMAT(lHl.66H VM

1 W V)

i

F E FP C

WRITE(6.2) VM.FS.E.FP.R.C.W,V

2 FORMAT(lH .F5.2.El0.2.F5.l.5E10.2)



WRITE(6.97)
97 FORMAT(IHO.49HDELTA MODULATION PULSE TRAIN FOR pN� PERIOD)

DO 90 l:.:l.M.65
90 WRIH::(6'100) N( I) .N( 1+1) .N( 1+2) .N( 1+3) .N( 1+4) .N{ 1+5) .N( 1+6).

1 N ( 1 +7) • [,J ( T +8) • N ( 1+9) • N ( 1+ 1 0) • N ( 1 + 1 1 ) ,N ( 1 + 1 2) • N ( 1 + 1 3) • N ( I + 14 ) •

2N( 1+15) tN( 1+16) .N( 1+17) .N( 1+18) .N( 1+19) .N( 1+20) .N( 1+21 ).N( 1+22)'

3N( 1+23) .N( 1+24) ,N( 1+25) ,N( 1+26) ,N( 1+27) .N( 1+28) ,N( 1+29) .N( 1+30).

4N( 1+31) .N( 1+32) .N( 1+33) .N( 1+34) .N( 1+35) .N( 1+36) ,N( 1+37) ,N( 1+38).
5N( 1+39) 'N( 1+40) .N( 1+41) 'N( 1+42) 'N( 1+43) .N( 1+44) .N( 1-h]45) .N( 1+46)'I,

6N( 1+47) tN( 1+48) .N( 1+49) .N( 1+50) .N( 1+51) ,N( I+52) 'iN,( 1 153"N( 1+54)'
7 N ( I + 5 5 ) • N ( 1 + 5 6) • N ( I + 5 7 ) , ['-l ( 1 + 5 8 ) • N ( I + 5 9) • N ( 1 + 6 0 ) , N ( 1 -hi �, 1 ) • N ( 1 +6 2 ) •

8N( 1+63) .N( 1+64)

100 FORMAT( IH .6512)
WRITE(6.99)

99 FORMAT( IHO.68H FREQ.

lSE OUT�UT PHASE)
INPUT AMP. OUTPUT AJI!lP.

DO 60 1<;;;I.NWSvJ

SM=CMPL';«O •• O.)

XM=K
X = X�1��1JJ SI"2
YU =XM*liJ S TliJ 2

Y=CMPLX(O •• yU)
P=CEXP(Y)
DO 701=1.1"1
X I = I

ZU =-Xj\ll*X I *IJJS T

Z=CMPLX(O •• ZU)

G=N(I)
70 SM=SM+G*CEXp(Z)

AA=SM*P
BOY=AIMAG(AA)
GIRL=REAL(AA)
T=CABS(AA)

FINE=EFSW*T*SIN(X)/X/l.414
ANGEL =ATAN2(BOY.GIRL)*180./3.1416
88=CMPLX(1 •• HE)

CC=AA/8u

TT=CABS(CC)

BY=AIMAG(CC)
GL=REAL(CC)
FAIR=FINE*TT/T

ANGLE ATAN2(aY'GLI*180./3.1416
1< I N=I<�� I NI<

60 WRITE(6'2001 KIN.�INE.FAIR.ANGEL'ANGLE
200 FORMAT(lH ,I6.3X,2E14.4.3X.2E14.4)

STOp
END

80
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KK =-1

5TA

81

suM := 0
I f(l) = 0 I

LP =/ / L! ra = tEW�C

<0 >0

f(K)==fp[j(Kf"I) - j(K)]

KK= �J
I

I
I=J/ M iDr/;

57¢P

Fig. 8.1 Digital computer i'low diagram for �(t) Ito

p( t) conversion. This flow diagram indicatesl' the i
computer program before the lOOth statement on the
previous tvlO pages.

I

I
I,
I I

. I,

I I,



8.2 Derivation of the Output Spectrum

(a) Periodic input case

Since

F(nWs)= Vrs II [p(K)lKT+w e -JI'\(oI1st dt J (8.1)
(=0 KT

""-I

L P0<) e -:i '-11< lAlsT
J(:()

or

F(nw ) = v! W (.sin rlw:sw/2 )ej"A1$(T-�)( � p(I<.)e-jlll'u>sT]S J$ nW$ W'/2 .t-

I" ..,
. (8.2)

(b) Aperiodic input case

An aperiodic pulse train can be separated into a Irandom
I

and periodic part, as shown in Fig. 8 •.2, so that the total

spectrum consists of both a line and continuous components.

The line spectrum of Pig. 8 • .2(b) can be obtai�ed [bY simply
f f

substituting fs = � = �, M = � = 2, pel) = +1, and P(2) = -1

into eqn. (8.2), yielding,
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Fig. 8.a The aperiodic delta pulse train, (a) = (b)
+ (c)

(a) The original aperiodic delta pulse train
(b) The periodic portion of (a)
(c) The aperiodic portion of (a)
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I

= (_I)r\+1 Vi w(Sj"n",pw4)1_�(YI+-I+�) nJ::(1
dd (8.3)

p nt(J,w/4 .

2 I

The continuous spectrum of Fig. 8.2(c) can be ob ained

By substituting equations (309a, c) into .equatd on

,

I

by applying Fourier integral

with f'(t) replaced by 2V K�ci. P(K). This gives

F(C4.)) =
2 V r P (1<) r:

... f
e -J(A)t 01 t21C I(cll( JKT -.rt.

2

=�+-r {p(l<)(e-JW(I(T-+�) - e-jW(K"--f)JlJ7CW t(c�
.

: �

(c) Random input case

I

I'

I

(8.4)

(8.5)

o .
.

· (l� 't" ..W) eo. (n{A)1'7:) '" 't +1. '(-7:�wJc.s 1"1Al;t') .1"1::)
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Further, by substituting equations (3.9b,c) into equation

(3.10b), the random component of the power density spectrum

is obtained as,

�rr(()J)::::1i2 JM" (�fp(M)1P(m)+p(m+')JJx
In _011 -rill

x (lJ't'"+W)�(&t.)7:')ch: +lW(-7:+W) (A.s(W7:') ole:J
!

V: }Jm. (� £ p(m) f p(m) + p(rn-tl)JJ[ 1- Cos ((4)WJ]7C to T
WI+OO -M .

= ���. e:::7; J,t.,J.!.IPlmJ[p(m)+P("''')]) (8.7)

8.3 Derivation of' the J�quat1ons Shown in Table .3.,2
(a) Derivation of equation (3)

An expression for F(n�s) was derived in Appendix

8.2(a)j it is,

(Sin n4lsW/2 )
.

( W M

F(YllUs)= VjsW n4Jsw/2 eJ"W$ T-2)(� P(K) e-jnl(4)$T]1e=1

(8.8)

F(fvf:;p(5)
F (M- Pl»$)

Sit) (M-tP)Ws!2
(M + P) tJs /2

e j2PlA>s(r-.tt)- --------------��----x
XSin (M -P)(A)s/2

(M<P }(J)s /2

f. P(K) e -.j(M+ P)KtJJaT_
X ..

f P(I() e -jCM"P)Kt.c)sT

from whi ch we ob tain,

(8.9)

and

hence (8.9) becomes



Sin (M + P W ... W/2)
F ( M + P W 5) ( �)-=,(",-M�+=P=)=W=s:-.::W..:...k.I=-2-:-:- )C e j 2 PWs T -

-z X
F ( M -p £.O.s)

-

Sin (M - P C."hW/2)
(M-P)(.)J:.W/2

Y P(K) e -j pKW,sT
X �!

2" P(K) e j PK(.()sT

I
Sin(M+PWsW/2.) I(M -+ p)W W/2 j2PW,(T-�) A ej9----------�5��_xe �------
Sin (iVf='P ()JsW/2) A e-j6
(M - P)()JsW/2

or,

where

(8./1)

(b) Derivation of equations (1) and (2)

If q is an integer and H = 4q, as shown in Fig. 3.4,
then

P(Jq= - PC � +K) = - p (-¥ - K) (8.12)

and

= e -j 7CP)( e -jf(P{A).sT (8.13)

Therefore,

(i) When p = even

86
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the sum of the "tivo symmetrical terms of (8.8,) become,

P( K) e -j I(P'�T
+ PC¥-t )() e -j (.It

+ 1<) P�$T

= PCK) e -j I<P'WsT - P (1<) e
- j :Z-R" x e -j I(PC::O$T

=0

Therefore,

where k = integer

F ( M ... P Ws) :::: F ( M - P Ws) = 0
,

I
for P = even (8.14)

(ii) 1men p == odd, again considering yhe
sYmmetrical terms of (8.8) we obtain, I
P(K)e-jKPWsT;- pC..!f+I<)e-jC!f+K)pWsT

= P (K) e -j "'''',T - P (K) e-j (ok-oJ( x e -J "fW,T
= 2 P (1<) e -j I<PoosT

Hence,

and

f=('M"+P (A)s)
F( M�PWs)

Sin (MTPWsW/2)
- _...::(_M---:;+::::P=:)=A)=-s:::..;W:..:..!...:/2=-_ X e j

2 P 00$ CT - 11)
)(Sin cM=PW,swlz) . . I(M - P)t.UsW/2

(8. J5)
I I
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Let PWsT:::. PX?>60°J-s/-5",. == 1'lC 3,e,o- = 6-

Mi,z

then L P (K) e -jJcP(4)SI
= ! P(lO e -j

kit'

,,=,
"-I

Actually P(K) = tl, but when P(K) = -1, it can be

considered as P(K) = -1 = -2 + (+1), From this idea,
Mia

as well as equation (8.12), a polar diagram for L p(J<)e-jICPIJJ,r

can be plotted as shown in Fig. 8.)(a). 11<··
If Fig. 8.3(a) is changed to a polygonal fo�n,

the equivalent polygonal diagram tvill be obtained as

shown in Fig. 8.3(b).

Therefore,

lX"Y I =
Inl

_----

Sin (6'/2)

tIle. (Xl) = I xY I u,s (""h) = Cor (%)

Jm (n) == JxYl Sin (-�) == -I } (8./�)

Also from Fig. 8.3(b), we have,

i e _
Jm{)<Y)+2Jm ( Z The terms when p(k)jL_1)

(An -

,tL - /D ( � ,
vte (x r) - Z trte: L The Terms when P(K) = -I)

which can be simplified with the aid of (8.16) to,

-I + 2 [Cos(J&-) + Cos (-M-J tr) + Cos (J-I S--)-t(AYl e = 2 .

_

Ccf(%) - 2 [Sin (J6'] + 51'y\ (- � - J 6") t ······+5i" (.I-I�)

- Cos ( - 'If=J - I ) 5'" - •.••..•. J
of- Sin (- ¥ - J - I) � + •..•... J



l'�

�III P(K) e-jKP�$T
Geometrical diagram for calculating L

M 1\:==:1
•

(a) The polar plotting of t. P(K) e-jKPlA)sT
K==l

(b) The polygonal plotting of (a).

K=� -.T

�
X 1..� _

Fig. 8. 3

(a.)

(1r)

I

C



=
1+ 4 Sin C%)" (Sin (J- -fl)6'" -t Sin (-E - t)O' + .J

X

1+ 4 Sin (%)x [Sin (J-t)6'" + 5in (-� -J - £)$' + J

X (- fctYl g)

Substituting (8.11) and (8.18) into (8.10) one obtains,

Sin (i\if=+P W:sW/Z)
_ _=-(�M-;-::;+::;P=)W:::;;:s;-W;-:-'""/:,:,":Z�_ l pWs ( T - W)

Sin (M-PWsW/2) .

( M - P) W.s W/2 I

Hence,

This means

e ::: - % = - � (pWsT)

F ( iVf:i=P l1Js )
F (M- PW.s)

(c) The derivation of the fourth equation

From equation (B.2)

SiVl (3-M+ P COs W/2)
F ( 1M + P c.us) :::= __

(
.....}_tVl_+_P_)_w.=_$.....:.W..!,./::;.2__ x e j c}MW� (T - �) xF (PWs) Stn(PW:sW/z)

PWsW/2

but

(8.17)

(8.18)

( 8.19)

(8.20)
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_ f P(K) e -j 27ta-� x e -jPl(w�T
K-I

!'wi

= I P(K) e -j pKtUsT
1(""

and

e j �IYIW;s(T- 'tf) ::: e j�MW$T x e -j }MWsW/2

- e j :zn:'_ X e -j 1"* 7C

_ e -j 3W7C/T

= 1- a:)(�)(TC
Substituting (8.21) and (8.22) into (8.20)

(8.21)

(8.22)

F=" ( ;}M .... P Ws)
F ( PW$)

Sin (}M'" P WsW!2)
_

-_.;..( .....l_M_.... _;...P_.)'-oJ_sW_.;..I_2_1_ a-x -TW �. 7tSi>1 (PWsWI2) .

8.L� The Inverse TJ."ansform of P(nWs)
This discussion assumes that the transmission

has extremely sharp cutoff and no attenuation.

(a) Periodic input case

(8.23)

I

It is well Imown that the inverse Fourier trans.f1orm of
I IF(n�) for periodic pulse train is

(8.:24)

I1' the cuto1'1' 1'requency 01' the transmission network ils l'C'

I
I I
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fCt) = i. F (nWs) e jn"'->5t

n"-N

� { (SinnWsW/2)x=.£- VjsW nWsW/z"'--r4

x[e-jnWSW/2 1::.' P(K) e-jY!I(WsT] eJYlwst}"cO

(b) Aperiodic input case

The inverse transform of F(W) for aperiodic pulse train

is

(8.26)

If extremely sharp cutoff angular frequency �c= 2JCfc is

assumed, then (8.26) becomes,

j,(t) = JWc 1: ( S�:;:2 ) e-jWW12 x

·wc

x I [PCK) e -jGl)I(T ] ejrot d to
�=o(

v
-

27Cj

V
-

27Cj

1(IJ( [ e-joo(t- I<T+W)

ejW(t-I<T).JL P(K) w
-

II\) .

dr.o
-We 1''' rJ..

I
w We '

I
.

P(K) [1 � Cos(t-kT +11I)Waa> -1 CD� (t-KT)Wa(IJ
I<=J..

W zo
-00, We

.,. jjWG Sin (t;:' +W)cu clw _: (We. 5jn(t-KT)W aw)}. (JJ ..

-� -.
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v [J""
(t-KT+ IV) CosX-= L PCK) oIx

27Cj 1(= 0(
-We (0(; -I<T +w)

'X

<: ij_
• "" (t - "T'W)

Co:S� d}+J Sin; dt
-to; (i-KT) }

-(.0 ,t -I<.TJ-rW)

JW«t-<T) Sin 'l} d�J (8.27)
-J

-w, (t-KT) �

Since
Sin x

d
x

x is an even function,
Cos x

x
dx is an

odd function, hence

(8.z8)

Co.sX
X.

dx = o .

so that (8.27) becomes,

jW,Ct-K1-+W)i.Ct) == � Ie( P(K) [
I)

Sj� X

.

.. I

j(AJ(Ct-KT)dx -

o

= � L [P(K)(S,X -S,�)J
l(=fI... .

(8.29)

where

AI;:S We. ct: - KT -tw) } (8.30)
} = We. ct: -KT)

I



Also, the inverse transform of F(nWp) for periodic com-

�c fc I
ponent Hi th N = - = - is

Wp fp

f:z(t)= i F (YlW,) e jnwpt
n::-ri

Therefore, the overall inverse transform is

f(t) = j, (t) +h (t)

= V {ir I (PCI') ( 5, :( - S� Lt) )"eel( �

1. � [So me (Sin nWpw4 .J e j )"IW,t J}+J,'N£. Jr\"'2 YlWW! )
)1::-1'1

P 4

where :;(. = We:: ( t: - KT +w)

'If = OJc,(t-KT)

N = 1'/7r

(8.3/)

(8.32)

The values of Six and Siy can be found from the Imathema
tic table once the values of x and yare known.
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